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A B S T R A C T

In scientific papers, it is common practice to cite other articles to substantiate claims, provide
evidence for factual assertions, reference limitations, and research gaps, and fulfill various other
purposes. When authors include a citation in a given sentence, there are two considerations
they need to take into account: (i) where in the sentence to place the citation and (ii) which
citation to choose to support the underlying claim. In this paper, we focus on the first task
as it allows multiple potential approaches that rely on the researcher’s individual style and the
specific norms and conventions of the relevant scientific community. We propose two automatic
methodologies that leverage transformers architecture for either solving a Mask-Filling problem
or a Named Entity Recognition problem. On top of the results of the proposed methodologies,
we apply ad-hoc Natural Language Processing heuristics to further improve their outcome. We
also introduce s2orc-9K, an open dataset for fine-tuning models on this task. A formal evaluation
demonstrates that the generative approach significantly outperforms five alternative methods
when fine-tuned on the novel dataset. Furthermore, this model’s results show no statistically
significant deviation from the outputs of three senior researchers.

. Introduction

In scientific papers, it is common practice to cite other articles to substantiate claims, provide evidence for factual assertions,
eference limitations, and research gaps, and fulfill various other purposes. Consequently, acquiring appropriate referencing skills
ecomes essential for researchers and students in higher education.

When authors decide to include a citation in a given sentence, they are confronted with two key considerations:

1. where in the sentence to place the citation, and
2. which citation to choose to support the underlying claim.

The first task presents considerable complexity and may allow for multiple potential solutions, depending on the researcher’s
ndividual style and the specific norms and conventions of the targeted scientific community. For example, in the sentence ‘‘CLIP
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is a state-of-the-art vision-language model that was originally developed by OpenAI ’’, a citation can be either included right after the
token CLIP or at the end of the sentence to properly justify the relevant claim. In the scientific domains, authors tend to position
citations in the middle of the sentence as pointed out by researchers in Cerovšek and Mikoš (2014) and Yu and Yan (2023). For
example, citations can be situated immediately after the name of a particular method or data, after an acronym, or at the end of the
sentence. Conversely, the same study has also noticed that, in non-scientific domains, citations are usually positioned at the end of
the sentence. Sometimes, the presence of particular expressions such as recent works or previous studies also necessitates the presence
of a citation.

The second task, i.e., selecting the appropriate citation to support the underlying claim primarily depends upon the nature of
the relevant claim. Although the two tasks are strictly connected, they do not necessarily depend on each other and, therefore, can
be studied independently.

Here we focus on the first task, leaving the second one for future research endeavors. Our objective is to develop a ‘‘virtual
assistant’’ that could be used by researchers to improve their productivity to identify pertinent literature regarding a part of a
scientific work or a project proposal. This assistant would include the capability to identify parts of the text that are citation-worthy.
Consequently, it is paramount to devise a methodology applicable during the writing process, so that can also be used on single
sentences lacking surrounding context. T Specifically, we study how transformers can be used to decide whether a sentence needs
a citation and on which token it should be placed. Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) are well-known deep-learning models that
are widely used in several fields, including speech recognition, computer vision, and Natural Language Processing (NLP). They
were first proposed as a machine translation sequence-to-sequence model, but further studies demonstrated that pre-trained models
based on Transformers can perform at the cutting edge on a variety of tasks and on different domains (Lin, Wang, Liu, & Qiu, 2022).
Transformers have consequently emerged as the preferred design in NLP (Jain, 2022). In recent years, methods using large-scale
transformer-based models have become a new paradigm of Natural Language Generation (NLG), allowing the generation of more
diverse and fluent text (Liu et al., 2023).

In this paper, we propose and evaluate two methodologies for determining the necessity and placement of citations within
a sentence. These solutions can be adopted by a variety of tools for assisting students and researchers in their scientific writing
endeavors. The first methodology conceptualizes the task as a Mask-Filling problem and leverages a generative model to solve it.

he second strategy formulates it as a Named Entity Recognition task and aims to identify the tokens that should immediately precede
citation. We refined the outcomes of both methods by applying a set of NLP heuristics, further enhancing the accuracy of the

redictions. In order to facilitate the fine-tuning of transformers models for this task, we constructed 2orc-9K, a novel open dataset
including 9,000 articles where citations have been replaced with placeholders.

We evaluated the proposed methodologies and the heuristics over a gold standard of manually annotated sentences. The
generative approach fine-tuned on 2orc-9K outperformed the other methods. Particularly noteworthy is that this approach yielded
results comparable to those achieved by researchers. To further substantiate these results, we conducted a statistical analysis to assess
the consistency between senior researchers and computational models. The results of our investigation reveal that our proposed
solution exhibits a level of performance that is statistically indistinguishable from that of experienced researchers.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are the following:

• We formulate the problem of citation prediction and map it to both Mask-Filling and Named Entity Recognition problems.
• We propose two new transformer-based methodologies based on these formalizations.
• We developed a set of NLP heuristics that can significantly enhance the performance of both methodologies.
• We released s2orc-9K, an open dataset for fine-tuning models on this task, and a new gold standard composed of 133 sentences

annotated by three senior researchers.
• We carried out a comparative evaluation of the two proposed methodologies against humans. We also present an in-depth

analysis of the best method, investigating the impact of different parameters, training set sizes, and citation intents.
• We present a statistical analysis demonstrating that one of the proposed generative models yields results that are not

statistically different from those achieved by three senior researchers (𝑝 = 0.58).
• We provide the full codebase for implementing our methodologies, the relevant datasets, and the gold standard.1

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works and the differences with our methodologies.
Section 3 contains the research objectives and, as such, formally defines the task we aim to solve. The datasets used for training
and evaluating the methodologies are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses in detail the two new methodologies and the
approaches we implemented for each of them. Section 6 reports the evaluation and the statistical analysis. Finally, Section 7 ends
the paper with conclusions and future directions of research.

2. Related works

In literature, various works have addressed the prediction or recommendation of citations for a given research paper. One of
the first mentions of ‘‘citation prediction’’ was in the 2003 KDD cup (Gehrke, Ginsparg, & Kleinberg, 2003), a Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery competition organized by the ACM Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (SIGKDD).
The task consisted of the prediction of the number of citations that a paper would receive over time, therefore, it resembled a

1 https://github.com/Marcomurgia97/Citation-Prediction-by-Leveraging-Transformers-and-Natural-Language-Processing-Heuristics
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bibliometric exercise more than a recommendation one. One of the first works approaching citation recommendation from a text-
based perspective is the one from Tang and Zhang (2009). In their work, they carried out a topic-based recommendation, applying
Restricted Boltzmann Machines to identify sub-topics in a paper, thus creating a context for it; then they suggested citations using
a measure based on the Kullback–Leibler distance of context representation to the candidate paper. He, Pei, Kifer, Mitra, and Giles
(2010) went further in this direction and proposed a recommendation system that was able to extract local contexts, where ‘‘local’’
refers to the context that surrounds citations. In their work, they proposed a tool to assist researchers, where the user puts a marker
for a possible citation and obtains candidate papers that would fit the context specified by the user.

Some research works addressed the citation intent, that is what a citation is used for when it is included in a text. CiTO (Peroni
Shotton, 2012) is an ontology describing the nature of reference citations in scientific research articles and other scholarly works,

roviding more than 20 citation types. Lauscher, Glavaš, Ponzetto, and Eckert (2017) studied the applicability of Convolutional
eural Networks and embeddings to the semantic classification of citation intents. GraphCite (Berrebbi, Huynh, & Balalau, 2022)
sed a hybrid graph and textual-based embedding method to classify citation intents into 6 different types on the ACL-ARC
ataset (Bird et al., 2008).

However, works addressing the task of determining if a sentence needs citations or the prediction of the position of a citation in a
ext are rare. This is a problem that only recently attracted some interest from the research community. Boyack, van Eck, Colavizza,
nd Waltman (2018) carried out a study over a large collection of research papers in different domains to identify when and where
itations occur. They showed on average about 20% of sentences contain a reference, while less than 2% of sentences contain three
r more mentions. They also found out that most citations occur within the first 5%–10% centiles of the studied documents. Cohan,
mmar, van Zuylen, and Cady (2019) used a Multi-Layer Perceptron model to determine the ‘‘citation worthiness’’ of a paragraph.
hey also proposed a dataset (SciCite) for citation intent prediction that is larger than ACL-ARC. Vajdecka, Callegari, Xhura, and
smundsson (2023) recently proposed a Large Language Model-based method to predict whether a citation should appear or not in
sentence, obtaining F1-scores between 75% and 89%. Finally, Gosangi, Arora, Gheisarieha, Mahata, and Zhang (2021) approach

he task as three different scenarios: sentence classification, sentence classification including a representation of its context, and
equence modeling, using contextual embeddings (RoBERTA) and BiLSTMs. Their results show a significant increase in accuracy
hen the context is taken into account. In any case, these models do not predict the exact position of a citation in the text, but they

imit to the problem of determining whether a sentence should contain a citation or not.
In this paper, we try to close this gap by providing two novel methodologies to determine whether a sentence from a scientific

aper needs a citation and to identify the most suitable placement.

. Research objectives

The task we target in this paper is to decide whether a sentence requires a citation and, in case it does, identify the most
ppropriate placement. We do not specify which reference should be used but limit our task to the identification of a placeholder
here a citation should be positioned. We also do not consider different citation intents (Roman, Shahid, Khan, Koubaa, & Yu,
021).

We can think of this task at coarse and fine-grained levels:

1. Coarse-grained level: determining whether a sentence necessitates the inclusion of a citation.
2. Fine-grained level: determining whether a sentence requires a citation and, if it does, identifying the position of a given

sentence where a citation has to be placed.

The formulation at the coarse-grained level can be seen as a binary classification task that takes as an input a sentence 𝑠 from a
esearch paper and returns as an output a Boolean value from the set {0, 1}; 0 indicates that 𝑠 does not need a citation, 1 indicates
hat 𝑠 should include at least one citation.

The formulation at the fine-grained level extends the first one and aims to identify whether a sentence needs a citation, and, if
t does, the token in the sentence that should precede a citation. Formally, given the sentence 𝑠 and its tokens 𝑇 𝑠 = {𝑡𝑠0,… , 𝑡𝑠𝑛}, the
ask is the identification of the token 𝑡𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑇 𝑠 which should be followed by a citation if this should appear in the sentence.

For instance, consider the sentence: ‘‘Therefore, the mask tensor search process is easily trapped in a bad local optimal because of its
ow global exploration efficiency or needs a longer time to fully explore the loss landscape’’. Our objective is to identify potential citation
ositions, such as after the token efficiency, after the token landscape, or at other suitable locations. As a result, the output for this
entence would resemble the following: ‘‘Therefore, the mask tensor search process is easily trapped in a bad local optimal because of
ts low global exploration efficiency [ ] or needs a longer time to fully explore the loss landscape [ ]’’, where [ ] denotes a placeholder for
citation. It is important to note that we refrain from making any assumptions regarding the actual citations that would fill these
laceholders, leaving this problem for future research endeavors.

The formulation at the fine-grained level may be formalized either as a Mask-Filling task or as a Named Entity Recognition (NER)
ask.

The Mask-Filling task involves concealing certain words within a sentence by replacing them with masks and subsequently
redicting the appropriate words that should occupy these masked positions (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019).

When framing the problem as a Mask-Filling task, we adopt a generative approach. Given the input sentence 𝑠 containing the
itation, we apply the mask as follows: first to the last token of the sub-sentence containing the initial two tokens from 𝑠, then to
he last token of the sub-sentence containing the first three tokens from 𝑠, and so forth. At each iteration, if the mask is filled with
token representing a placeholder for a potential citation, the corresponding placeholder is inserted in that position.
3
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More precisely, we can iteratively present a sentence to a transformer model for text generation, starting with the first token and
radually increasing the input length, and record where the transformer predicts a citation as the next token. The reader is referred
o https://huggingface.co/tasks/fill-mask for further details and examples.

Alternatively, we can approach the task of predicting citations by formalizing it as a NER problem with just two types of entities.
ER is a natural language processing technique that involves identifying and classifying specific entities, such as names of persons,
rganizations, locations, dates, numerical values, and other relevant information, within a given text (Mollá, van Zaanen, & Smith,
006). For example, consider the following sentence: ‘‘I know that Sardinia is wonderful in summer.’’ The NER basically operates
hrough two well-defined steps: it determines whether and which pre-defined entities are present in the text. In this case, we assume
hat the entities are Sardinia and summer. The next step is to label the entities found: in our example, Sardinia is labeled as Place and
ummer as Time. All the other tokens will be labeled with a value indicating they do not belong to any predefined type of entity.

In the case addressed in this paper, we aim to classify tokens within unstructured text into two categories: NORMAL if the token
s not supposed to precede a citation and CITATION if the token should precede a citation.

Consider for example the following sentence: ‘‘The aim of diminishing sequential computation creates the basis of the Extended Neural
PU, ByteNet, and ConvS2S, which use convolutional neural networks as basic building blocks’’. The goal of NER applied to our considered

ask is to tag the tokens which are supposed to immediately precede a citation (e.g., GPU, ByteNet, ConvS2S) with the CITATION
abel.

. The datasets

To produce an accurate citation prediction model, it is advisable to employ a model that has been pre-trained on scientific article
ata. For this purpose, there are two possible strategies: (1) utilizing an existing transformer that was pre-trained on research papers
r (2) pre-train a transformer on an available dataset. The first option could be more convenient and less expensive, but it is also
ess flexible. In this paper, we have explored both solutions.

For the pre-trained transformer, we opted for arxiv-nlp,2 a GPT-2 transformer that was pre-trained on arXiv-80MB, a dataset
omposed of 80 MB of plain text extracted from arXiv3 papers about Computation and Language. We adopted arxiv-nlp as one of the
enerative models that we used to tackle citation prediction as a Mask-Filling problem. Since this dataset was not specifically curated
or citation prediction, it contained a variety of citation styles, such as square brackets with numbers or brief text, parentheses with
itations expressed using the first author’s name and publication year, and other formats. This is evident in the behavior of the
esulting transformer, which generates citations in many different styles.

In order to solve this issue, we created and made publicly available s2orc-9K, a novel dataset for citation prediction in which all
itations have been normalized according to a single format. By providing a consistent citation format throughout the dataset, we
im to enhance a transformer’s ability to comprehend and learn the underlying concept of citation more effectively.

We generated the s2orc-9K dataset from the s2orc dataset (Lo, Wang, Neumann, Kinney, & Weld, 2020), a corpus containing
bout 80 million scientific articles from Semantic Scholar.4 For each paper, s2orc includes several metadata, such as the title of the
aper, the relevant venue, the year of publication, the URL on Semantic Scholar, the topic, the abstract, and the paper’s sections.
n order to produce s2orc-9K, we selected 9,000 papers from s2orc covering the Computer Science domain according to the topic
ield in the metadata. Subsequently, we standardized all citations by replacing them with the placeholder [ ]. The resulting dataset
omprises approximately 43.5 MB of text files.

The s2orc-9K dataset has been used both to train an alternative transformer for the generative methodology and the NER
pproach.

. The proposed methodologies

In this section, we will describe in detail the two methodologies that we propose for addressing citation prediction, as defined in
ection 3. We will refer to them as the generative methodology (formalizing the task as a Mask-Filling problem) and the NER-based
ethodology.

.1. Generative methodology

The idea behind the generative methodology is to leverage the text-generation capabilities of transformer models. Currently, the
ost widely used transformers for this type of task is the GPT family of OpenAI.5 We adopted the GPT2 transformer (Radford et al.,
019). GPT-2 is a generative language model pre-trained on a set of about 40 GB of unlabeled data. Given an input phrase or word,
PT2 predicts the next token. Specifically, we adopted the version of GPT-2 with 117 million parameters and 12 layers.6 We chose
PT-2 because it is open and it is available in the most used deep learning libraries such as Transformers.7

2 https://huggingface.co/lysandre/arxiv-nlp
3 https://arxiv.org/
4 https://www.semanticscholar.org/
5 https://platform.openai.com/docs/models
6 https://huggingface.co/transformers/v2.2.0/pretrained_models.html
7 https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/index
4
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Fig. 1. Decoder-only architecture of GPT-2.

GPT-2 operates on a decoder-only architecture, setting it apart from other transformer models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
Indeed, the architecture of transformers generally consists of two main modules: encoder and decoder (Vaswani et al., 2017). A
decoder-only architecture is characterized by the absence of the encoder module and has different decoder blocks on top of each
other. As shown in Fig. 1, each layer of the transformer consists of a masked self-attention layer and a feed-forward neural network
layer.

GPT-2 generates text, token by token, one at a time, so it is possible to check each generated token and identify whether or not
it is a citation. Basically, our methodology for citation prediction starts by giving as context the first token and checking whether
the predicted token is a citation. If it is, we associate a citation to the first token. Then, we repeat the generation process by feeding
the model a context of the first two tokens and so on. Whenever the model predicts a citation, we associate it with the preceding
token.

When generating text with a transformer model, each candidate token in the vocabulary is associated with a certain probability,
and the one with the highest is generated as the next token. As an example, if we feed GPT2 with the sentence Marco every day, it
will suggest the token goes as it is the token with the highest probability among the words in the vocabulary following the mentioned
piece of text. This is known in the literature as greedy search8 as, at each generating step, the transformer chooses the token with
the highest probability.

An alternative strategy is known in the literature as beam search8 and considers the conditional probability of the generated
tokens. The beam search takes into account a hyperparameter 𝐾, known as beam size. At time step 1, we identify the 𝐾 tokens with
the highest predicted probabilities. Each selected token will be the start of 𝐾 candidate output sequences. At the next time step,
based on the 𝐾 candidate output sequences selected at the previous time step, we continue to select 𝐾 candidate output sequences
with the highest predicted probabilities. In the end, the sequence of tokens with the highest conditional probability is chosen.

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show an example of greedy search and beam search, respectively. In Fig. 2(a), the input token is Marco
and we assume that the two tokens with the highest probability to appear after are is and goes, each with a different probability.
The method chooses the token with the highest one, is. Then, for the sequence Marco is, assuming the two tokens with the highest
probability are tired and angry, the algorithm again chooses tired, which has the highest probability.

Conversely, the beam search strategy depicted in Fig. 2(b) computes the highest conditional probability 𝑝(𝑡2|𝑡1). In this case, this
is 0.2*0.5, which is higher than that of the sequence chosen by the greedy search, 0.4*0.2 (Fig. 2(a)).

The drawbacks of the beam search are related to the higher computational cost needed to compute the conditional probabilities
of the sequences and that depends on the beam size. The higher the beam size, the more information the algorithm will have to
compute and store.

Inspired by the same idea of the beam search, a contribution that we included in our methodology is the possibility of considering
a range of high-probability tokens rather than just the one with the max probability. To this purpose, we take into account the top
𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 words sorted in decreasing order for their probabilities. We then detect a citation whenever the relevant token is in this set.

8 https://d2l.ai/chapter_recurrent-modern/beam-search.html
5
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Fig. 2. Example of the greedy and beam search algorithm.

Table 1
Patterns indicating the presence of a citation.
Pattern of citations
[

1
]

[

Author
]

(Author, 1991)
(Author1, Author2 and Author 3, 1991)
(Author1, Author2 et al. 1991)
(Author1, Author2 & Author3, 1991)

The rationale for this method rests on the assumption that if a potential citation emerges among the top-ranked probable next
words, it indicates a suggestion from the generative approach regarding the potential requirement for a citation. By extending the
scope of exploration beyond the token with the highest probability, we enhance the likelihood of capturing relevant citations that
might otherwise be overlooked. Clearly, the higher 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛, the more likely that a citation will be predicted as the next token. This
parameter also provides a convenient means to regulate the sensitivity of our methodology.

To properly recognize the predicted token as a citation, there are further elements to be considered. In fact, generated citations
may manifest in various formats, depending on the transformer utilized for text generation. To address this variability, we adopt
a vocabulary of citation formats, enabling the recognition of citations expressed in diverse styles. Table 1 illustrates the patterns
currently integrated into our methodology.

We handle this process by using a Finite State Automaton (FSA). For example, if the current predicted token is [, we check the
next predicted token. If it is either a number or a proper noun and then the following prediction is the symbol ], then a citation is
predicted. If, after the initial [ symbol, we identify a common noun, then we do not consider it a citation.

As discussed in Section 4, the transformers used in our experiment were trained on two datasets: a set of non-preprocessed
arXiv papers within the computational linguistics domain (arXiv-80MB) and a smaller dataset of about 43 MB papers (s2orc-9K)
wherein all citations were replaced with a standardized placeholder. Since arXiv-80MB includes citations in various formats (as
those indicated in Table 1), the corresponding transformer will generate a diverse array of citation styles. Consequently, there is a
possibility that certain citations may adopt too many different styles, leading to potential challenges in their recognition. Conversely,
the transformer pre-trained on the novel s2orc-9K dataset, introduced in this paper, will produce a single placeholder ([ ]). This
facilitates significantly the identification of a citation.

5.2. NER-based methodology

The second methodology we propose to tackle the citation prediction problem is a NER approach that aims to identify the
token preceding a citation. To this purpose, we adopted the BERT transformer9 (Devlin et al., 2019). The pre-training of BERT was

9 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-cased
6
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Fig. 3. Encoder-only architecture of BERT.

Fig. 4. Example of Named Entity Recognition for the citation prediction problem. Tokens in blue correspond to the predicted NORMAL type entity meaning
that no citations are suggested after them. Conversely, a citation is suggested right after the tokens in orange, corresponding to the predicted CITATION type
entity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Example of NER representation.
Token Label

advanced NORMAL
NLP NORMAL
tasks CITATION

performed on BookCorpus10 and Wikipedia (English).11 Compared to GPT-2, which we used for the generative methodology, BERT
is characterized by an encoder-only architecture, with each encoding block on top of the other, as depicted in Fig. 3. The model we
have used (BERT-base) consists of 12 encoding layers and 110 million parameters. The presence of encoders is what makes BERT
suitable for text classification tasks.

We fine-tuned the BERT transformer for the NER task defined in Section 3 using the s2orc-9K dataset. To accomplish this,
we initially pre-processed the dataset by annotating each token preceding a citation with the CITATION label, while assigning a
NORMAL label to all other tokens. Additionally, the citation placeholder was removed. For example, let us consider the annotated
sentence ‘‘advanced NLP tasks [ ]’’. In this case, the token [ ] is eliminated from the sentence, and the preceding word, ‘‘tasks’’ in
this instance, is labeled as CITATION as depicted in Table 2.

Fig. 4 showcases an illustrative outcome obtained by employing the fine-tuned model on the input sentence: ‘‘The early work
CMN achieves this objective using a memory network to store matrix representations of videos’’. As per the model’s predictions, a
citation is suggested after the token CMN and another citation is recommended after the token videos.

5.3. Natural Language Processing heuristics

We defined a set of NLP heuristics to further enhance the performance of the proposed methodologies. These heuristics are
systematically applied to the outcomes obtained from both the generative and NER methodologies and are not involved in any
phase of the training steps.

The heuristics applied in this study are designed to adhere to standard rules governing the usage of citations. For instance, one
heuristic aims to address cases where a predicted citation is situated between a series of uppercased tokens and the corresponding

10 https://huggingface.co/datasets/bookcorpus
11 https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikipedia
7
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acronym that refers to them. In such instances, the heuristic removes the predicted citation and places it directly after the acronym,
as it is commonly acknowledged that this is the appropriate citation placement. To illustrate this point, let us consider the following
sentence: ‘‘One classic technique is Knowledge Distillation (KD), which transfers knowledge from a larger teacher to a smaller student model.’’
If any of the methodologies suggest a citation immediately after the term ‘‘Knowledge Distillation’’ and before its corresponding
acronym ‘‘(KD)’’, it would be deemed an error and then moved right after the acronym.

We have identified a list of patterns that dictate whether a citation should or should not be present. Subsequently, we devised
two sets of heuristics: Removal and Including. The Removal heuristics serve the purpose of eliminating citations generated by our
methods when they appear in uncommon or nonsensical positions, such as before an acronym. Conversely, the Including heuristics
are employed to ensure the inclusion of a citation in positions that conform to identified patterns, such as after an acronym.

In the following, we list all the heuristics implemented in our methodologies:

• The first heuristic handles the aforementioned case where a citation is suggested between an acronym and its defining terms
(e.g., Single-Shot Network Pruning [ ] (SNIP). In this case, the suggested citation is removed, and, if not present already, a
citation is added at the end of the acronym.

• Words such as Fig., Table, Section, Tab, etc. do not typically precede a citation. Therefore, the citation is removed if our method
suggests a citation after one of them.

• Usually, a citation is not inserted immediately after a verb. Therefore, we remove citations in this position.
• In a sentence, there can be several chunks, parts of a sentence with a noun plus the words describing it (see noun chunks12).

Therefore, if a citation is suggested within a noun chunk, it is removed, and a citation is inserted immediately after the chunk.
For example, given the following chunk: advanced NLP tasks, if the system predicts a citation after advanced, the citation will
be moved after the token tasks.

• It may happen that consecutive citations are generated on consecutive tokens not separated by commas. In that case, we keep
only the last citation of the generated sequence. For example, the sentence Marco [ ] goes [ ] home [ ], becomes Marco goes
home [ ].

• The presence of certain expressions such as previous work, prior studies, etc., usually indicate the occurrence of a citation where
the works refer to. We insert a citation at the end of each sentence containing the mentioned expressions.

6. Evaluation

This section reports the evaluation of the two methodologies introduced in Section 5, along with the datasets for fine-tuning
detailed in Section 4 and the heuristics introduced in Section 5.3. In the following, we first describe the generation of the gold
standard and discuss the experimental design. We then report the performance of the different techniques in terms of precision,
recall, and F1. Next, we present an analysis of the impact of the 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 parameter, the training set size, and citation intents (Roman
et al., 2021) on the performance of the best method. We conclude the section by conducting a rigorous statistical analysis to assess
the consistency between senior researchers and the computational models.

6.1. Gold standard generation

To construct a gold standard for the citation prediction task, as defined in Section 3, we randomly selected 170 sentences from
arXiv papers published in 2023. The relevant papers pertain to the fields of Artificial Intelligence13 and Computation and Language.14

In order to maintain the integrity of the sentences and avoid influencing human experts during the annotation process, we
exclusively selected sentences where the removal of the citation does not alter their meaning or grammatical structure. For instance,
if a sentence reads as follows: ‘‘Authors in [ ] proposed a method that outperforms the competitors’’, the sentence becomes incomplete
once the citation is removed.

For the annotation process, we enlisted three senior researchers possessing extensive expertise in Artificial Intelligence, Natural
Language Processing, and Machine Learning, with an average experience of approximately 15 years in their respective fields. For
each sentence, they were asked to indicate whether a citation was warranted and, if so, to select the token immediately preceding
the citation. To facilitate this annotation process, the annotators employed Doccano (Nakayama, Kubo, Kamura, Taniguchi, & Liang,
2018), an open-source text annotation tool widely used for this purpose in academic research. The inter-annotator agreement among
the three senior researchers was 79.7%.

We adopted a majority voting strategy to create the gold standard. We only considered sentences that received consistent
annotations from at least two annotators. Hence, we excluded 37 sentences that received three distinct annotations. Such cases
involve scenarios where individual annotators marked three different tokens or instances where one annotator considered the citation
unnecessary while the other two identified different tokens. Consequently, the resulting gold standard includes 133 sentences: 69
sentences with one citation and 64 sentences without citation.

12 https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
13 https://arxiv.org/list/cs.AI/recent
14 https://arxiv.org/list/cs.CL/recent
8
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Table 3
Precision, recall, and F1-score of all methods for the coarse-grained formulation of the citation
prediction task (binary classification).

Precision Recall F1-score

Scientist 1 100% 60.8% 75.6%
Scientist 2 100% 44.9% 62.0%
Scientist 3 76.2% 88.4% 81.8%
NER-s2orc 95% 27.5% 42.6%
NER-s2orc-H 90.9% 43.4% 58.8%
GM-arXiv 81.8% 65.2% 72.5%
GM-arXiv-H 87.2% 69.5% 77.4%
GM-s2orc 78.2% 78.2% 78.2%
GM-s2orc-H 80.2% 82.6% 81.4%

6.2. Experiments

This section outlines the tested methods and the metrics we adopted for their evaluation. We compared six alternative approaches
hat combine the previously discussed methodologies with the two datasets introduced in Section 4:

• NER-s2orc, the NER-based methodology described in Section 5.2 fine-tuned on s2orc-9K.
• NER-s2orc-H, NER-s2orc making use of the heuristics described in Section 5.3.
• GM-arXiv, the generative methodology described in Section 5.1 pre-trained on arxiv-nlp.
• GM-arXiv-H, GM-arXiv making use of the heuristics.
• GM-s2orc, the generative methodology pre-trained on s2orc-9K.
• GM-s2orc-H, GM-s2orc making use of the heuristics.

The last four methods were executed with window 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 of size 5, as this value produced the best outcome in preliminary
xperiments. All methods were set up to predict a maximum of one citation per sentence.

Moreover, to establish a comprehensive comparison with typical human researchers, we extended our investigation by engaging
hree additional computer scientists. These researchers were assigned the same annotation tasks as the computational methods. As
result, we derived three other baselines, hereafter referred to as Scientist 1, Scientist 2, and Scientist 3.

We evaluated the methods and the human experts on the two tasks defined in Section 3. The first is a binary classification task,
here the objective is to determine whether a given sentence necessitates a citation or not. The second task requires to specify the
recise position where the citation should be placed.

The performances of the methods and human participants were assessed using Precision, Recall, and F1-score. For the coarse-
rained formulation of our task (binary classification), we have adopted the standard definitions of true positive (TP), false positive
FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN). In particular, a TP/FP is when the method correctly/wrongly predicted the need
or a citation for a sentence. A TN/FN is when the method correctly/wrongly predicted no need for a citation for a sentence.

For the fine-grained formulation of our task (citation prediction), we have reformulated them as follows:

• TP: number of tokens immediately preceding a citation which have been correctly predicted;
• TN: number of tokens correctly predicted as tokens which do not precede a citation;
• FN: number of tokens wrongly predicted as tokens which do not immediately precede a citation;
• FP: number of tokens immediately preceding a citation which have been wrongly predicted;

For example, let us consider the following sentence: ‘‘Recent years have witnessed spectacular developments in video action
ecognition [ ]’’. Assume that a method predicts the following: ‘‘Recent years have witnessed spectacular developments [ ] in video
ction recognition’’, therefore with the token ‘‘developments’’ preceding the citation. The number of TP, TN, FP, and FN will be,
espectively, 0, 8 (because there are 8 tokens not preceding a citation correctly predicted), 1, and 1. Given the high number of TN,
e will employ the F1-score in the experimental evaluation as it focuses on the other three quantities.

.3. Results

Table 3 reports the performance of the six methods and the three researchers on the binary classification task.
The three researchers achieve an average F1-score of 73.1%, indicating the demanding nature of the benchmark, which proves

hallenging even for experienced computer scientists. This is mostly due to the fact that different researchers may have different
pinions on which sentence deserves a citation.

Remarkably, GM-s2orc-H outperforms all the other methods and even surpasses human annotators, achieving an impressive
1-score of 81.4%. Notably, it excels in terms of recall (82.6%) when compared to human performance (averaging 64.7%), but
t achieves a lower precision (80.2% versus 92.0%). Following GM-s2orc-H, the two most effective methods are GM-s2orc and
M-arXiv-H, which yield comparable performance.

The generative methods fine-tuned on the novel s2orc-9K dataset, introduced in this paper, demonstrate superior performance
compared to the method employing arXiv-nlp. The improvement is particularly remarkable considering that s2orc-9K is about half
9
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Table 4
Precision, recall, and F1-score of all methods for the fine-grained formulation of the citation
prediction task (citation location).

Precision Recall F1-score

Scientist 1 64.2% 39.1% 48.6%
Scientist 2 67.7% 30.4% 42.0%
Scientist 3 57.5% 66.6% 61.7%
NER-s2orc 54.5% 17.3% 26.3%
NER-s2orc-H 51.5% 24.6% 33.3%
GM-arXiv 36.3% 28.9% 32.3%
GM-arXiv-H 50.9% 40.5% 45.1%
GM-s2orc 44.9% 44.9% 44.9%
GM-s2orc-H 49.2% 50.7% 50.0%

Table 5
Precision, recall, and F1-score of GM-s2orc-H for different values of 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 for the coarse-grained
classification of the citation prediction task (binary formulation).

Precision Recall F1-score

GM-s2orc-H-wgen1 92.0% 33.3% 48.9%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen3 80.3% 59.4% 68.3%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen5 80.2% 82.6% 81.4%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen7 73.2% 91.3% 81.2%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen9 68.6% 98.5% 80.9%

Table 6
Precision, recall, and F1-score of GM-s2orc-H for different values of 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 for the fine-grained
formulation of the citation prediction task (citation location).

Precision Recall F1-score

GM-s2orc-H-wgen1 52.0% 18.8% 27.6%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen3 49.0% 36.3% 41.6%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen5 49.2% 50.7% 50.0%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen7 40.5% 50.7% 45.1%
GM-s2orc-H-wgen9 39.3% 56.5% 46.4%

the size of arXiv-nlp (43.0 MB vs 80 M). As discussed in Section 4, the main difference between the two datasets is that in s2orc-9K all
references were substituted with a placeholder ([]). In contrast, references within arXiv-nlp manifest in a variety of styles, reflecting
he conventional heterogeneity observed in preprint papers on arXiv. We thus postulate that the superior performance is attributable
o the model’s exposure to a consistent representation of a citation, enabling it to more effectively discern where a citation should
e positioned. The heuristics introduced in Section 5.3 also proved to be highly effective, yielding an average improvement of 8.1%
f the F1-score for the three methods that incorporated them.

Table 4 reports the performance of methods and researchers on the second task, i.e., indicating the specific placement of a
itation. GM-s2orc-H again outperforms all other methods, obtaining a 50.0% F1-score. It also achieves comparable results to the
hree researchers, which yielded an average F1-score of 50.7%.

The result further confirmed the utility of both the s2orc-9K dataset and the heuristics. The generative methods fine-tuned on
he novel s2orc-9K dataset (GM-s2orc, GM-s2orc-H) exhibit superior performance compared to their counterparts using arXiv-nlp
GM-arXiv, GM-arXiv-H), with an average F1 improvement of 8.75%. The three methods incorporating the heuristics (NER-s2orc-H,
M-arXiv-H, GM-s2orc-H) achieve an average F1 improvement of 8.3% compared to their respective versions without the heuristics

NER-s2orc, GM-arXiv, GM-s2orc).

.4. Further analysis on GM-s2orc-H

In this section, we further analyze GM-s2orc-H, which has been identified as the most effective method. Specifically, we
nvestigate the impact of the 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 window, the size of the training dataset, and the citation intents on its performance.

The parameter 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 dictates the number of words considered at each iteration for citation detection, as described in Section 5.1.
e evaluated GM-s2orc-H with varying values of 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛, using the same evaluation settings of the previous section. The outcomes

re presented in Table 5 for the coarse-grained task and Table 6 for the fine-grained task. An increase in the value of 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 enhances
ecall while diminishing Precision. This suggests that varying the 𝑤𝑔𝑒𝑛 allows for achieving diverse trade-offs between Recall and
recision, contingent upon the specific requirements of a given application. For both the coarse-grained and fine-grained tasks, a
𝑔𝑒𝑛 of 5 appears to produce the best F1 score.

The size of the training set is expected to have a significant effect on the performance of the method. We thus evaluated various
terations of GM-s2orc-H trained on different portions of s2orc-9K (5 MB, 11 MB, 21 MB, and the complete 43 MB). Table 7 and
10
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Table 7
Precision, recall, and F1-score of GM-s2orc-H with different training set sizes for the
coarse-grained formulation of the citation prediction task (binary classification).

Precision Recall F1-score

GM-s2orc-H-5mb 73.9% 73.9.8% 73.9%
GM-s2orc-H-11mb 75.7% 72.4% 74.0%
GM-s2orc-H-21mb 71.6% 76.8% 74.1%
GM-s2orc-H-43mb 80.2% 82.6% 81.4%

Table 8
Precision, recall, and F1-score of GM-s2orc-H with different training set sizes for the fine-grained
formulation of the citation prediction task (citation location).

Precision Recall F1-score

GM-s2orc-H-5mb 37.6% 37.6% 37.6%
GM-s2orc-H-11mb 45.4% 43.4% 44.4%
GM-s2orc-H-21mb 43.2% 46.3% 44.7%
GM-s2orc-H-43mb 49.2% 50.7% 50.0%

Table 9
Consistency of the three main methods with the senior researchers. Bold entries
highlight results that are not statistically significant, suggesting alignment with
the researchers.

Task p

GM-s2orc-H coarse-grained 0.51
GM-arXiv-H coarse-grained 0.002
NER-s2orc-H coarse-grained 0.0001
GM-s2orc-H fine-grained 0.58
GM-arXiv-H fine-grained 0.02
NER-s2orc-H fine-grained 0.05

monotonic increase with the expansion of the training set for both tasks. This observation suggests that leveraging a more extensive
dataset could further enhance the performance.

The academic literature has also examined the reasons behind specific citations, as they can provide further insights (Peroni
Shotton, 2012). This has resulted in several systems and schemes that aim to categorize citations (Roman et al., 2021), such

s Background, Motivation, Future Work, and more. A comprehensive study of the effects of citation intent on citation prediction
s well beyond the scope of this paper. However, we carried out a preliminary study on the capability of GM-s2orc-H to identify
itations with different intents. To this purpose, we run MultiCite15 (Lauscher et al., 2021), a citation intent classification tool, on
ur predefined gold standard. It identified 52 citations as ‘Background’, 13 as ‘Uses’, 3 as ‘Motivation’, and 1 as ‘Difference’.

We focused on the first two categories, as there were too few instances of the other categories to draw reliable conclusions. In
he coarse-grained evaluation, GM-s2orc-H accurately identified 80.7% (42 out of 52) of the citations labeled as ‘Background’ and
4.6% (11 out of 13) labeled as ‘Uses’. When considering the fine-grained task, GM-s2orc-H correctly pinpointed 48.0% (25 out of
2) of the ‘Background’ citations and 69.2% (9 out of 13) of the ‘Uses’ citations. This implies that GM-s2orc-H might perform more
ffectively when the citation’s purpose is to utilize previous work, rather than merely mentioning it (e.g., in a literature review).
his might occur because citations are introduced more explicitly in the first case. Nonetheless, a more exhaustive exploration of
his aspect is planned for future research.

.5. Consistency analysis

In order to further verify the previous results, we conducted a statistical analysis to assess the consistency between the three
enior researchers described in Section 6.1 and the best computational methods. Unlike the previous section, the purpose is not to
easure which method performs better with respect to a gold standard. Instead, we want to determine whether the computational
ethods behaved consistently with the senior researchers. Specifically, we evaluated the consistency between the senior researchers

nd three main methods: GM-s2orc-H, GM-arXiv-H, and NER-s2orc-H.
The main results are summarized in Table 9. For the first task, we used the non-parametric Cochran Q-test (Cochran, 1950)

o evaluate the consistency of performance among a set of annotators (either humans or computational methods). The Cochran
-test is used to assess whether a group of annotators consistently provided binary assessments (i.e., either 1 or 0) for a given set
f items. It is well-suited for our case, considering the binary nature of this task. For all tests, a 𝑝-value ≤ 0.05 was considered

significant, following standard practice. Therefore, when the resulting 𝑝-value is below this threshold, it denotes that the test

15 MultiCite - (https://github.com/allenai/multicite).
11
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detected a statistically significant difference among the annotators. Conversely, if the 𝑝-value exceeds this threshold, it indicates
that the annotators performed consistently.

As expected, the three senior researchers exhibit similar behaviors (𝑝 = 0.26). Notably, GM-s2orc-H results are also not statistically
different from those of the three senior users: the group including GM-s2orc-H and the three researchers yields 𝑝 = 0.51. To validate
this finding, we also conducted individual comparisons between GM-s2orc-H and each of the three researchers. For this purpose, the
Cochran Q-test was once again applied to each pair. In all instances, the observed differences between GM-s2orc-H and the senior
researcher were found to be not statistically significant (𝑝 = 0.32, 𝑝 = 0.72, 𝑝 = 0.75). Conversely, both GM-arXiv-H and NER-s2orc-H
are statistically different from the three senior researchers, yielding 𝑝 = 0.002 and 𝑝 = 0.0001, respectively.

For the second task, we employed the chi-square test for an RxC contingency table (Sheskin, 2003), as the data lacked binary
features. In this case, we utilized the number of agreements about and disagreements between two annotators regarding the positions
of the citations. As before, a 𝑝-value ≤ 0.05 denotes a statistically significant difference. Otherwise, it indicates a consistency among
the tested elements. The three senior researchers exhibited a high level of consistency (𝑝 = 0.28) also for this task. Remarkably,
GM-s2orc-H exhibits no statistically significant difference from the researchers (𝑝 = 0.58). Conversely, GM-arXiv-H and NER-s2orc-H
are not consistent with the three senior researchers.

In conclusion, the results of the statistical analysis validate and strengthen the experimental findings presented in Section 6.4.
Specifically, the generative method trained on s2orc-9K (GM-s2orc-H) exhibits performance comparable to that of experienced
researchers in two key tasks: determining whether a sentence requires a citation and identifying the most appropriate position.

7. Conclusions

Statements in scientific articles may describe new research methodology, datasets, and findings, or they make reference to prior
research and conceptual knowledge that served as the foundation for the current discoveries. For the latter, researchers refer to
other papers citing them in their claims.

In this paper, we presented two types of methodologies to tackle the task of determining whether a sentence from a scientific
paper needs a citation and identifying the most suitable placement. Specifically, we reframed this challenging task as either a Mask-
Filling problem or as a Named Entity Recognition problem. In the first case, we proposed an approach leveraging the text-generative
capability of the GPT-2 Transformer. In the second case, we developed a methodology based on fine-tuning a BERT Transformer on
a relevant NER task. On top of the results of the proposed methods, we applied a set of heuristics for further adjusting the citation
placement.

We evaluated the suggested methodologies and heuristics using a gold standard of manually annotated sentences. Notably,
the generative approach, fine-tuned on the 2orc-9K dataset, outperformed the other methods. Particularly significant is that this
approach yielded results comparable to those achieved by human researchers. To reinforce the validity of these findings, we
conducted a thorough statistical analysis to assess the consistency between senior researchers and the computational models. The
outcomes of our analysis provide compelling evidence that the proposed solution exhibits a level of performance that is statistically
indistinguishable from that of senior researchers.

In future works, we aim to expand our proposed methodology to also address the task of predicting the specific citation to
be inserted. Variations of this problem could be formulated based on the reference options available, whether from a predefined
list or sourced online. We also plan to take advantage of the surrounding context of a sentence as well as the citation
intent (e.g., Background, Uses) to further enhance the performance. Finally, we intend to investigate the application of large-
scale knowledge graphs within the scholarly domain, such as CS-KG (Dessì, Osborne, Recupero, Buscaldi, & Motta, 2022) and
ORKG (Jaradeh, Oelen, Prinz, Stocker, & Auer, 2019), to facilitate the selection of the most suitable reference.
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